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Subject 
heading 
changes 
worthy of note

Library of Congress has changed many subject headings 
recently
Two important ones are:

 “Brothers and sisters”,  has been changed to “Siblings”
 “Problem youth”, has been changed to “At-risk 
youth”

 Headings that begin with or have Primitive in it’s 
heading, like “Art, Primitive” and “Primitive societies
have been changed
 Most changed to use the term Prehistoric instead



Some personal 
headings 
updated

 Most of British royal family has been updated
 Death dates added or change of title
 Such as Charles‡bIII,‡cKing of Great Britain,‡d1948-
 Elizabeth‡bII,‡cQueen of Great Britain,‡d1926-2022



Subject 
heading 
changes

 All the forementioned subject headings were changed in the CCS 
database



Homosaurus
updates

 From their newest release, about 25 headings were updated in the 
CCS catalog

 Changed headings formed a pattern 

 Such as “LGBTQ+ African Americans” changed to “African 
American LGBTQ+”

 Or “Gay Asians” to “Asian gay men” 



Genre 
indicator 
reminder

• Please remember that most genres, such as “Thrillers 
(Fiction)” use the 2nd indicator of 7

• But seven genre heading still use the 2nd indicator of 0 
(because they were derived from a LCSH heading).  

• They include: “Large type books”, “Young adult fiction”, 
“Jewish fiction”, “Catholic fiction”, “Feminist fiction”, “Chick lit”, 
and “Big books”



Genre 
indicator 
reminder 
(cont.)

• Bibliographic records with the correct indicator ensures that 
the heading will be linked properly

• Over 5000 heading have been updated recently



For those who 
are 
independent 
NACO 
contributors:

Please email me heading that you change that have lots of affected 
bibliographical records

I was made aware of 2 changes lately from other CCS catalogers

This will ensure that the heading is updated promptly

Marcive will send those headings in their monthly files, but 
sometimes it takes me awhile to load those files



655 _7
Adaptations

 Be careful on how you use the genre term.

 It might be a “Novelization” instead of an “Adaptation”

 This is especially true when you are cataloging a book or other 
item with subject matter that was originally in a motion picture or 
television program



Proper use of 
Novelization 
instead of 
Based on in a 
730

See bib control #3996668  for the proper use of Novelization 
instead of “Based on”

730 0 ‡iNovelization of:‡aDC League of Super-pets (Motion picture)

The plot and stories from a motion picture or a television program 
are converted into the form of a novel



Possible use of 
“TV tie-in” in a 
730

 See bibliographic #4130854 for a possible use of “TV tie-in” 
instead of “Adaptations”

 730 0 ‡iTV tie-in:‡aZ-O-M-B-I-E-S (Television program)

 It’s not exactly an adaptation of the television program, but it’s an 
new story written with characters and setting from the program.


